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This spiritually significant work is a profound series of dialogues between among the great
sages of our time and his inquirers. These "Talks" offer a genuinely universal method of Truth,
by straight pointing to the certainty of our essential nature. By applying even a handful of these
passages to our life, we can become aware of the ever-present, abiding Actuality. A fundamental
shift of interest is all that's needed is.Through the wise words of this beloved sage, we have
been clearly and consistently shown how exactly to reclaim our innate Freedom--simply by
looking in the right place and discovering what is definitely present. (2016-06-21) By
approaching these dialogues in the spirit of inquiry, one has the chance to awaken to a larger
Fact: that of our very own Being, our true Self.
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 As a companion volume to classic texts of the Masters in every traditions, this collection of
question-and-answer is concise and right to the point on every page. There have been many
other approaches to his teachings by many able authors, but none touches the dynamics and
intimacy of the immediate meetings between Ramana and a wide range of questioners at the
moment when the ashram was at its peak and Ramana was in a healthy body.Every questioner
comes with the teaching most appropriate and useful for his/her personal situation and degree
of understanding; as in every good teaching, there is absolutely no "same answers for same
queries". Ramana's wide-ranging usage of different sources, metaphors, examples, stories,
quotations, etc. which range from the Bible to the Gita or Vedas, is engaging, effective and ever
illuminating whether you are reading "Talks" for the 1st or the 100th time. It is much more
apparent to me now. A must read for a spiritual seeker who is in search of a true Spiritual
Teacher. I have been scanning this book on / off for the past few years. In fact, that which was
entered for each day was checked that day personally by Ramana to verify that it was correct. If
one wants to practice Ramana's direct method to be that what is commonly known as Brahman,
PARABrahman, SAT, Siva, Buddha, enlightenment or whatever, then one must follow Ramana's
guidance given: Find out who you are; This most current version comes with an Index, very much
needed whenever a specific topic is covered in lots of different places in talks arranged in
chronological order, rather than by subject. Five Stars Appreciate this! It lives up to Wilber's
billing; this is as good as it gets. Very powerful book! THE REALITY has to be very easy to be
pristine!As Ramana spoke many languages, including English, and there have been no tape
recordings, only written variations, one might query whether these words represent his real
intent. I have already been through it several times and think of it as another scripture. The only
real difference can be that it was written recently.The great Sage Ramana Maharshi gives
answers from the best perspective -- namely from that of an enlightened soul. Nevertheless, the
answers as perceived by the ones questioning Him is only going to be grasped regarding to
one's own viewpoint, which is reliant on the subtlety of one's intellect. This is why I find that my
appreciation of the answers has grown with time. Ramona is a trustworthy lodestar, which book
makes his existence very immediate. "Talks" is certainly richer with each visitation with
something new revealed. Ramona is a trustworthy lodestar, and this publication makes .Ramana
Maharshi: The state of the thing is according to the state of the seer.This answer corroborates my
very own experience regarding the deeper or clearer understanding of the answers given to
questions in the book. Pranayama is definitely a very powerful practice to bring about a subtler
intellect to grasp the subtlety of the everpresent Truth. A Publication For a significant Spiritual
Seeker If you would like to visit the essence of Sri Ramana Maharshi’s teachings, i quickly would
recommend this reserve.It is a very good and inspiring reserve for a seeker of Truth. In a few
answers the sage powerfully dispenses with the need of too much erudition. God answers
questions from seekers of Truth. For this to be the reality it must also be present ALWAYS!
Surrender and find! Among the best books of Ramana Maharshi This is among the best books of
Ramana Maharshi, for this contains his own words (and not interpretations of others) and the
translation seems perfect. The heart of Ramana's teaching can be inquiry (vichara): "Who am I?"
The simpleness of his message, that "When the ego is fully gone, Realization results by itself," is
one we all must hear and investigate for ourselves.If You Could Take Only One Book To A Desert
Island "Talks With Ramana Maharshi" remains the definitive source in Sri Ramana Maharshi's
teachings. Every entry is usually pervaded with Ramana's contact to ask ourselves: who's it that
asks? Pairing self-inquiry with the faithful devotion (bhakti), Ramana is certainly always
emphasizing, "The Get better at isn't outside you...He is within, is actually the Self" and that "In



the event that you surrender yourself to the bigger Power, all will be well. That power sees your
affairs through." These are the words of a living get better at as Ken Wilber praises within an
insightful intro: "He basically speaks from so when the total, the Self, the purest Emptiness this
is the goal and floor of the entire manifest world, yet is not other to that globe." The total
amount he strikes between both of these approaches truly meet "at the guts" where there is
"nothing external" and all is usually Self, all is certainly God. Over the course of these Q-and-A
dialogs, Ramana comments on countless ways of meditation and spiritual practice, yet all
business lead back to the simple truth of "WHEN YOU ARE. Only if you believe that you will be
the worker, you are appreciated to reap the fruits of your activities."In remembering God or
Guru, we loosen the shackles of mental behaviors that falsely bind us to your suffering and we
come to contact our deepest normal intuition of "I-Am-the-Self." You'll find nothing to
attain!Please read it and inspire yourself upon this journey that can result in a cessation of all
sorrow -- whatever is here and also whatever is yet to come! Because the back of the reserve
puts it, "There is absolutely no better mystery than this: Becoming Reality ourselves, we seek to
gain Reality. You may get the apparent teachings of Sri Ramana Maharshi in this publication,
which is the daily record of his answers to different seekers’ questions. "There is actually zero
difference between bhakti and vichara" This book endorses itself, finds you as you are and helps
us to see deeper into who you are--to be when you are. If one has already been practicing
Ramana's "Who am I" it is wonderful to learn his own words over and over, it is like near him.This
is actually the contemporary Western version created by Inner Directions and is more accessible
for such folk than previous versions which had some "Uk" English of the period, Sanskrit
languaging that was not standardized, and repetitive passages. this is carried out by tracing the
main of the "I-thought". Even more is not necessary. And Ramana Maharshi often points to this,
no matter what one asks him. seminal seminal Ramana Maharshi Beautiful Book Ramana
Maharshi ist one of the greatest Masters ever - for he teaches everyone in basic clear words
what to do - nearly nowhere you will discover this ! And for everyone who does not yet know
him, this book ist perfect to be examine. All his answers help to guide each individual to the
direct path of Self-realization with basic clearness and power.If one had to visit a desert island
and may only take one reserve, as Ken Wilber mentions in his Foreword, this might be the
one.Today I came across this answer given by Ramana Maharshi to 1 question posed by a
seeker... Since I have already been practicing asanas, pranayama and mantra japa for over 6 yrs
now, I discover that my intellect is now more subtle and that whenever I browse the same
material that I go through a few years ago, it makes much more sense to me now! Alongside
Huang Po, a high 5 spiritual book for me. Five Stars All Maharshi works are the highest Advaita
Vedanta Teaching – "Talks".is a master source reserve on Sri Ramana.I really believe the more
earnestly we perform our pranayama and mantra japa practice, the subtler our intellect grows,
and with it comes a clearer knowledge of the answers provided by the fantastic sage." Talks
really echoes. Sri Ramana Maharshi also got approved this content of this publication as being
accurately recorded. Great book Ramana always the very best! It is like sitting in his presence
and receiving his Light. Additionally it is a great "open anywhere and examine a full page" book -
every web page is wealthy with insight and understanding requiring no prior chapter or verse as
history. Why go to all the secondary assets, when this jewel of his words and phrases is right
before you? At the beginning it might be difficult to contemplate, but Ramana will help each
stage from within.
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